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Periodic oscillation of a colloidal disk near a wall in an optical trap

Zhengdong Cheng,1,* Thomas G. Mason,1,† and P. M. Chaikin2
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Colloidal disks can be stably trapped using optical tweezers. However, when the tweezers press the disk
against an opposing wall, we observe an instability leading to periodic motion which we model using coupled
nonlinear equations. The resulting ‘‘switchback’’ oscillation involves combined orientational and translational
motion of the disk. This observation reveals a new degree of freedom in colloidal architectures, that is, the
ability to drive translational motion from a static light field energy source.
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The dynamics of a dielectric object in a strongly focus
Gaussian laser beam has been intensively studied. One o
important discoveries is the existence of a stable focus s
tion to the differential equations governing the motion of t
object. This is the well-known optical trapping technique,
laser tweezers@1–4#. In previous work we have demon
strated that disks can be stably trapped ‘‘edge-on’’ to
direction of light propagation~flat surface perpendicular t
the objective lens!. Moreover, we found that the disk coul
be rotationally pinned or controllably rotated in linearly
circularly polarized light, respectively. We also observed
‘‘switchback’’ oscillation when the trapped disk was force
against a wall@5#.

In this paper we continue the study of an optically trapp
disk in linearly polarized light when the trapping point
shifted toward the opposing cover slip in the microsco
This effectively pushes the edge-on disk against the wall.
we increase the pushing force an instability occurs wh
first tilts the disk face from perpendicular to the wall and
larger tilts, leads to periodic translation-tilt~orientational!
motion. We present a simple dynamical model of the ins
bility where the main elements are translational force fr
photon pressure on the tilted disk and a coupling torq
which results from dragging the disk along the cover s
The model can semiquantitatively explain the instability a
its dependence on proximity to the wall and the laser pow

The ability to induce and control periodic translation
motion, as well as rotation, with static light fields~i.e., with-
out moving the laser tweezers! should enable the building o
micron scale machines driven by a photon power source

The microdisks were made by crystallizinga-eicosene
wax @CH3u(CH2)17uCHvCH2# aqueous emulsion par
ticles. The right circular cylindrical disks arise when th
cooled wax enters a lamellar liquid crystalline rotator pha
that occurs at 29.8 °C@6#. The lamellar planes lie parallel t
the flat faces, and the in-plane orientational disorder of w
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molecules facilitates an in-plane isotropic surface energy
permits a circular perimeter. The microdisks have radii ra
ing from 0.2 to 10mm and aspect ratios ranging from 2 to 1
with r55 typically. Attractive depletion forces@7#, induced
by raising the sodium dodecyl sulfate~SDS! concentration
above the critical micelle concentration, are repeatedly u
to preferentially segregate the disks from other spherical
jects. The shape selectivity is possible due to the much la
excluded volume between two disks oriented face-to-face
compared to the much smaller volume between a disk an
sphere. Under differential interference contrast~DIC! mi-
croscopy, the disks appear to be birefringent.

Our laser tweezers consist of an inverted microscope w
an expanded laser beam that enters the microscope thr
the epifluorescence port and is bounced upward into
10031.4 NA oil-immersion objective by a dichroic mirror
Green illumination passes through the condenser lens in
direction opposite to the laser beam. We use either a 15-
He-Ne laser at a wavelength ofl5633 nm, or, for addi-
tional power, a 10-W solid state Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum
garnet! laser atl51064 nm. Both lasers are linearly pola
ized. Strikingly, all disks are trapped stably in three dime
sions, regardless of radius or aspect ratio even for those
proaching the microscope’s resolution limit of 0.2mm. They
align edge-on with their faces parallel to the beam ax
thereby maximizing the disk’s volume in the region of hig
est electric field, Fig. 1. The linear polarized laser beam c
ates a harmonic restoring torque that causes the disk’s f
to lie along the polarization direction@8–10#. By changing
the polarization direction, the in-plane orientation of its sy
metry axis can be controlled. Disks can be manipulated
thez direction without disturbing their orientation by adjus
ing the focus. Thermal fluctuations cause higher amplitu
translational excursions of the center of the disk along
edge as compared to its symmetry axis. For small laser p
ers at which the disk is barely trapped translationally,
disk also exhibits significant rocking orientational fluctu
tions, causing its symmetry axis to deviate from the fo
plane so that it is not always oriented completely edge-
For details and the technique using scattering light to m
sure the rotational motion of the disk, please refer to o
previous publication@5#.

We focus here on the interesting dynamic Hopf bifurc
tion and resulting switchback motion. A confining wall ca
alter the stability of a disk in the linearly polarized tweeze
When a disk is moved in thez direction so that it become
perturbed by the glass wall, the disk tilts and begins to tra
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late in the direction perpendicular to the polarization dire
tion, Fig. 2. We attribute this escaping motion to the drivi
force originating from the scattering of the laser from t
tilted surface of the disk. As the disk moves there is a d
force on the edge closest to the wall. This introduces
additional torque increasing the tilt. As the disk moves fro
the beam center there is a lateral restoring force from
electric field gradient. At the far end of the traverse, t
velocity decreases, the viscous torque arising from wall-d
interaction decreases and the alignment torque of the tw
zers causes the disk to again align edge-on. In this confi
ration there is no longer a lateral scattering force and the
is drawn back toward the beam center by the field gradie
~the usual trapping force!. The reverse motion causes a r
verse tilt via the wall-disk interaction torque and the di
accelerates in the opposite direction through the beam ce
This process repeats creating a coupled translatio
orientational ‘‘switchback’’ oscillation.

The successive micrographs~1–6! in Fig. 2~a! show the
oscillation of the disk~radius 1.5mm) in a linearly polarized
laser tweezer at a He-Ne laser power ofP58 mW when the

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Schematic diagram of a dielectric dis
trapped ‘‘edge-on’’ in the focussed light field of an optical tweez

FIG. 2. ~Color online! ‘‘Switchback’’ oscillation of a short-
cylindrical disk in the optical tweezers, near an opposing wall.~a!
Time sequence images~1–6! with one-sixth of a second apart.~b!
Schematics of the motion 1-2-3-4-5-6~1!.
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focal plane is;1 mm away from the slide surface; frame
are one-sixth of a second apart. Figure 2~b! shows a cartoon
of the motion viewed perpendicular to the motion and t
light beam. This type of oscillation, where the orientation
the disk plays a key role, does not occur for the trapp
microspheres near glass surfaces for the reasons of sym
try. The frequency of the microdisk’s switchback oscillatio
is proportional to the laser power, inversely proportional
the viscosity, and depends on the position of the focal pl
relative to the glass surface. The frequency increases line
with laser power,f s;P, and it becomes smaller near th
glass slide due to increased viscous forces and a reductio
the volume of the disk in the region of highest electric fie
intensity. The amplitude of the translational excursion a
the tilt angle diminish as the distance between the slide
focal plane increases.

To extract quantitative information, the projections of t
circular surfaces of the disk on the focal plan were measu
by processing these micrographs. IDL~Research Systems!
was used to define the projection and calculate the coo
nates of the disk’s center (x,y) and projection area was use
to measure the orientation angleu. Figure 3~a! shows the
scatter plot of sinu vs x. The solid line is the calculation
according to the model presented below. The model give
reasonable interpretation of the experimental observation

We propose the following equations for the positionx and
tilt angleu of the disk near the glass slide~note thatu here is

.

FIG. 3. ~Color online! ~a! Lissajou pattern forx(t) and sinu(t)
from numerical integration and experimental measurementz
50.2r ). ~b! Disk-wall separation dependence of the ‘‘switchbac
frequency.~There are no oscillations forz.zc;0.64r .) Note that
the frequency jumps discontinuously atzc characteristic of a super
critical Hopf bifurcation.
4-2
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different from the rotation angleu that we defined in our
previous publication!:

a1p sinu cosu2a2px2a3

dx

dt
50,

a4rp sinu~r cosu2z!2a5p sinu cosu

1a6cosu~r cosu2z!
dx

dt
2a7

du

dt
50, ~1!

wherep is the laser power. The geometry for these calcu
tions is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The first equati
describes the force equilibrium in the horizontal directionx.
The terma1 is from the radiation force originating from th
scattering of the light when the disk tilts. The coefficienta1
is proportional to the area of the disk and its reflectivity.u is
the angle between the symmetric axis of the disk and
vertical z direction. The terma2 is the gradient force tha
traps the disk horizontally. We use a harmonic approximat

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Geometry used for modelling the switch
back motion. As the focus is shifted toward the opposing wall
disk tilts, photons scatter from the disk surface and initiate a lat
force and motion.
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with a2p proportional to the stiffness of the trapping forc
The terma3 is the viscous damping term proportional to th
disk radius and the fluid viscosity.

The second equation describes the torque equilibrium
horizontal direction that is perpendicular tox. The terma4
comes from the force with which the tweezers push the d
into the wall. If the disk is tilted, there is a lever arm for th
force and hence a torque. This term is necessarily zero w
the disk is not touching the wall. The coefficienta4p is pro-
portional to the trapping force constant in thez direction. The
term a5 is from the torque of the tweezers which causes
symmetric axis of the disk to align horizontally, disk edge-
to the objective, Fig. 1. The coefficienta5 depends on the
shape anisotropy of the disk. The terma7 is from the viscous
damping of the rotation in the tilt direction. The coefficie
a7 is proportional to the disk radius cubed. The terma6 is the
most interesting. Without this term the orientation and tra
lation are decoupled and there is no oscillation. The coup
results from the different viscous stress on the region o
particle close to a wall as opposed to far from the wall as
particle translates parallel to the wall. The edge-on di
moving near a wall, will have more drag along the almo
touching edge. The result is a torque which increases the
It is similar to the torque which would result from friction o
a touching edge on the wall. Although the torque result
from this edge-wall interaction is a complex function of th
distance from the disk center to the wall, we take an appro
mate simplified form, proportional to the distance betwe
the wall and disk center.a6 depends on the viscous dra
coefficient of the disk.

The force generated by the laser beamp is proportional to
the power. We adopt units such thatp is measured in pN~a
1-mW laser generates a force'1 pN), and definer
;1 mm as the disk radiusDx;1 mm as the half width of
the laser beam at focus,Dz;1 mm as the characteristic
length for the intensity gradient alongz. The coefficients of
each term are thena1;(pr 2/pDx

2), a2;Dx
21 , a3;6phr ,

a4;Dz
21 , a5;r , a6;6phr , anda7;8phr 3.

We rewrite the equations as

e
al
round its
S dx

dt

du

dt

D 5S a1p sinu cosu2a2px

a3

a4rp sinu~r cosu2z!2a5p sinu cosu1a6~r cosu2z!cosu
a1p sinu cosu2a2px

a3

a7

D . ~2!

For any periodic solution of this equation, the frequency will be proportional to the laser power, sincep appears in all but
the viscous damping terms. This is consistent with our experimental observations. We linearize this set of equations a
equilibrium point (x,u)5(0,0).

S dx

dt

du

dt

D 5AS x

u D 5S 2a2p

a3

pa1

a3

2a2a6~r 2Z!p/a3

a7

a4rp~r 2Z!2a5p12pa1a6~r 2Z!/a3

a7

D S x

u D . ~3!
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The eigenvalues of the matrixA are

l15a1 ib,

l25a2 ib, ~4!

where

a5pa/2,

b5pAuDu/2, ~5!

with

a5a1a6~r 2z!1a4a3~r 2z!2a5a32a2a6~r 2z!,

D5S a2

a3
1

@a52a4r ~r 2z!#

a7
2

a1a6

a7a3
D 2

24
a2

a3
S @a52a4r ~r 2z!#

a7
2

a1a6~r 2z!

a7a3
D

24
2a1a6~r 2z!

a7a3

a1

a3
. ~6!

The solution to Eq.~3! is

S x

u D 5eatS R1cos~bt2d1!

R2cos~bt2d2!
D , ~7!

whereR1 andR2 are not negative.
According to Eq.~7!, the portrait of the solutions to Eq

~3! is determined by the sign ofa. Whena,0, the factor
eat dictates that oscillating orbits decay with time. Whena
.0, static orbits are unstable and spiral away from the ori
as for early times. Eventually the nonlinear terms beco
important and we may have stable oscillating solutions@11#.

Since we are after the characteristic behaviors and in
bilities rather than a detailed fit of our experimental obser
tions we have chosen the following ‘‘reasonable’’ values
the coefficients in Eq.~1! in our numerical studies:a152,
a250.2 mm21, a351 pN/(mm/s), a451 mm21 a5
51 mm, a651 pNs, a751 pN2s/(mm)3, d51 mm, and
p510 pN. With this choice of coefficients, the only contr
parameter is the distancez of the center of the disk from the
‘‘wall,’’ the upper cover slip. From Eqs.~5! and ~6! we see
that the instability occurs whenz,0.643r 50.643mm. In
Fig. 5~a! we takez50.57r and plot the displacement and ti
angle which result from numerical integration of the equ
tions of motion~1! with a small initial displacement and tilt
The oscillations grow and quickly saturate to a periodic
bit. Numerical and analytic solutions forz.0.643r at arbi-
trary initial conditions quickly decay tox50, u50. In Fig.
5~b! we show the experimentally measured disk displa
ment for a disk-wall separation of;1 mm. The image in
Fig. 5~b! is obtained by plotting the microscope image of t
disk along the dashed line in Fig. 2~a!, frame 4, along the
ordinate axis and time along the abscissa. Note that the
placement in both the experiment and the numerical inte
tion are nonlinear, i.e., more triangle than the sine wave.
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To see whether the model sufficiently captures the na
of the oscillation we have plotted in Fig. 3~a!, a Lissajou
pattern, sinu as a function of displacement, for the disk. Th
data is for a disk pressed closer to the wall than for Fig
and the numerical integration is calculated forz50.2r . The
data were obtained from images as in Fig. 2~a!, analyzed for
position from the centroid and tilt angle from the elliptic
shape of the projection. The data and model are in quite g
agreement. Note, however, that better agreement could
obtained by adjusting the many coefficients in Eq.~1!, a task
which is uncalled for given the crude nature of the mode

Since our experiments did not concentrate on deta
measurements of the disk-wall separationz we do not have
quantitative data on the oscillation frequency as a function
z. We did note that the frequency decreased as the disk
pushed closer to the opposing cover slip. This tendenc
also reflected in the numerical integration from which w
obtain the plot in Fig. 3~b!. We note that, as in other supe
critical Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcatons, the oscillatio
amplitude is continuous through the bifurcation point (z/r
50.643), while the frequency discontinuously jumps to
finite value.

In summary, we have demonstrated experimentally a
theoretically the onset of oscillatory dynamics for a dielect
object in optical tweezers. We expect that, with the devel
ments in optics of laser tweezers~for example, Refs.@12–
14#! as well as the shape control of colloids~see also, Ref.
@15#!, a variety of complex dynamic phenomena will be d
covered in the near future. The fact that these can be c
acterized by simple models should enable construction
micron scale devices and machines, powered by static l
sources.

We thank Matthew Sullivan for help in using of the infra
red laser tweezers and Xunya Jiang for helpful discussio

FIG. 5. ~Color online! ~a! Numerical integration of the equation
of motion show coupled oscillations of displacementx ~dark blue
line! and tilt u ~light purple line! for parameters just inside instabi
ity regime. ~b! Observed disk displacement as a function of tim
also shows anharmonic behavior, close to the critical disk-w
separation.@Time lapse image of the central section as indicated
the dashed line in Fig. 2~a!.#
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